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VOLUME VI - SILVER EDITION

Charles II , Restoration of the Monarchy, 1660, Pattern Broad by T. Simon aureate 
bust right, wearing Garter badge over armour, hair falling over shoulder, signed s 
below, carolvs ii d g mag br fr et hi rex, rev. magna opera domini, crowned shield of 
arms, edge plain (Lessen, BNJ 1995, type Ba; Nathanson p.34; MI I, 463/59; N 

2776)

An attractive specimen in Good very fine grade. We note a PR55 graded specimen An attractive specimen in Good very fine grade. We note a PR55 graded specimen 
was sold by Atlas for $4,000, a almost identical example of this pattern was sold 
by Davisson Auctions for $2,600 and Spink sold a example for £2,400 hammer + 

24% BP (£2976)

Provenance

Ex Lloyd Bennett (with old ticket pre dating 2006)

Henry VIII, groat, third coinage (1544-1547), Tower mint, mm. lis, crowned bust A 
(early dies)  facing, rev. shield of arms (S.2369)

What a portrait ! Historcially a find with the often associated dark discolouration of 
the metal near the edge (on the reverse) otherwise a really pleasing better than 

Very Fine  

Provenance

Ex Lloyd Bennett (Pre 2006) - with old ticket

CHARLES II PATTERN BROAD

1847 Queen Victoria GOTHIC CROWN

£8,450

Victoria (1837 - 1901) 'Gothic' Crown, 1847, 'Gothic' just left rev. Crowned cruciform 
shields , emblems in angles, UNDECIMO on edge (S.3883: ESC 288; Bull 2571)

One of the most spectacular and sought after crowns of the English Milled Series. The One of the most spectacular and sought after crowns of the English Milled Series. The 
Proof Gothic Crown with lettered edge were limited to a mintage of just 8,000 pieces 
and the superb design was the work of William Wyon. This Specimen has a exceptional 
amount of eye appeal and is visually one of the most appealing examples we have seen 
of this issue. Its radiant tones highlight the peripherals of the obverse legends and 
illuminates the reverses intricate design. Overall a better than Extremely Fine grade 
example with a few marks and surface scratches, none that in our opinion spoil this 

superb coins overall spectacular appearance.superb coins overall spectacular appearance.

HENRY VIII GROAT

£1,650

£795
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